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Abstract 
E-business provides important opportunities of trade for businesses, and the 
supporting business system must handle this environment efficiently. One current 
trend in business systems is to move business logic, such as business processes and 
business rules, out from the application logic and into separate support systems. The 
reason to make this separation is to increase the agility of the business, to make the 
system able to change more rapidly when the business situation changes. 

This report focus on business rules enforced in business rule engines. Specific interest 
is on how such rule engines meet the requirements of the e-business domain. The 
report presents an overview of business rule engines. Five general categories of 
characteristics are proposed. The proposed characteristics are then used in a 
comparison of three business rule engines. 

Keywords: Business Agility, Business Rules, Business Rule Engines, Expert System 
Tools, Active Systems, E-business, Business Rules Management Systems.  
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1  Introduction  
Electronic business (e-business) enables important opportunities of trade for 
companies. Two important parts of the business and of the e-business systems are the 
business process and the business rule. The business processes capture the behaviour 
of the business. Business rules connect the processes and by doing so they control the 
processes and the behaviour of the business (Ross, 1998).  

Business rules can be defined as policy, conditions or constraints that deal with the 
operational decisions of business (Kardasis & Loucopoulos, 2003). 

For example, from a general perspective, a business rule could be expressed in the 
form of: 

Rule 1: Large purchase receives discount 

Rule 2: Purchase is large 

Usually this generic form is translated and implemented in the business application 
differently, the most common way from an information systems perspective, is using 
a structure such as the syntax of IF and THEN to represent a condition followed by an 
action if the condition is satisfied. By using IF and THEN, the previous example 
could be described as: 

Rule 1: IF the purchase is large  

THEN apply a discount on purchased product.  

Rule 2: IF A purchase is over 50 euro 

THEN classify the purchase as large.  

In the example the rules would work together. Rule one would use rule two and 
possibly other rules, and for instance, such could be used to determine the discount 
amount. 

According to Cilia and Buchmann (2002) business rules have traditionally been 
scattered and integrated within the application code. This approach makes the rules 
difficult to change and impose an unnecessary shortening of the applications lifespan. 
Business rules change more frequently than the application itself and are therefore 
suitable to move outside of the application.  

One mechanism for handling the business rules outside of the application is to use a 
rule engine. The rule engine supports the application with the management and 
execution of rules. The business rules are described in generic terms, leaving the rule 
engine with the implementation details. In a similar way as data is stored in a 
database, the rules are made explicit and stored in a rule engine (Sinur, 2005). Several 
advantages are gained by this approach, for example: 

• Rules become easier to manage (Sinur, 2005).  

• The business processes get thinner, leading to simplified modifications of 
applications (Ross, 1998).  

• The level of dynamic behaviour increase between processes and rules (Sinur, 
2005).  

According to Kardasis and Loucopoulos (2003) the interest for business rules in the 
information systems community has increased in recent years. Bajec and Krisper 
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(2005) describe the increased interest for business rules in that they have become a 
popular way to increase the agility of the business. Agility in this context refers to the 
business ability to cope with change. Business rules change frequently. For example, 
due to changes in business practice or new legal legislation that has an impact on 
business practice. To remain flexible the business needs to incorporate changes in an 
efficient and timely manner. 

In recent commercial market studies two of the leading IT-research companies, the 
Gartner Group and IDC forecast a growing market for business rule engines (IDC, 
2004; Sinur, 2005). IDC (2004) predicts the compound annual growth rate of the 
business rule engine (BRE) segment to be 17.5% during 2004-2008. Sinur (2005) 
describe that the current trends in the market are to promote the agility of the business 
and using rule engines is one way to achieve agility.  

The need for agility is expected to increase leading to more applications incorporating 
rule engines as integrated parts of larger software suits such as business process 
management (BPM). There is also a market for the use of standalone rule engines in 
various application domains. There are several possible ways to obtain a rule engine, 
similar to regular systems development, for example, rule engines can be developed 
in-house or purchased by a vendor (Sinur, 2005). 

Rules are expressed as business rules in business rule engines. The rules are then used 
internally in other forms. There are two main underlying techniques to implement 
rules internally in business rule engines; either by constructing the rule engine as an 
expert system tool or as an active system.  

Commercial business rule engines from both the expert and active rule-bases are often 
only referred to as business rule engines or business rule management systems. Such 
systems have been successfully used for enforcing business rules in business systems 
and there exist commercial rule engines from both rule-bases. This indicates that they 
share at least some common features and that such systems could be comparable. 

Related research includes studies of rule-based systems for enforcing business rules. 
The two categories of rule-based systems that are used in this report have their roots 
in the active database community and the artificial intelligence community.  

Some of the research in the active database field, such as the active database 
manifesto by Dittrich, Gatziu and Geppert (1995) dictates conditions that need to be 
met by any system with active functionality. Studies have been made to unbundled 
active functionality from active databases and insert it into other kinds of systems 
(Gatziu, Bültzingsloewen & Fritschi, 1998). Recent research suggests architectures, 
incorporating active rules into middleware, to be used for business rules in distributed 
environments (Cilia, Bornhövd & Buchmann, 2001; Cilia & Buchmann, 2002).  

Active middleware research is concentrated on proposing high level architectures for 
using active functionality in distributed environments, often through a service based 
approach like the one Cilia and Buchmann (2002) proposes. Active middleware 
research seems to have clear connections with e-business and business rule 
enforcement but the connection to business rule engines is not explored to any greater 
extent. 

In the artificial intelligence community, expert systems have been subject to 
investigation for handling business rules. Several studies address issues that are 
important for expert systems and expert system tools to cope with (Guimaraes, Yoon 
& Clevenson, 1996). There have been comparisons of rule engines constructed as 
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expert system tools in specific domains, such as for microbiological data verification 
and surveillance (Lamma, Maestrami, Mello, Riguzzi & Storari, 2001). Expert system 
research mentioning business rule engines view the products as expert system tools 
and seem to not take into account potential differences from more general expert 
system tool.  

Studies have been performed in the e-business domain but with software that have a 
different purpose than business rule engines. Bajec and Krisper (2005) have 
performed such a study, their work focus primarily on business rule modelling and 
tool support. Business rule modelling tools are sets of software meaning to give a 
wider support for the target environment, in such systems the rule engine can be an 
integrated part. In the e-business domain the use and importance of business rules 
have been explored (Antoniou & Arief, 2001) often proposing the use of a service 
based approach similar to the one proposed when using active middleware (Mohania 
& Narang, 2003; Chen & Meixell, 2003). 

Business rules have been a large interest in business and information systems related 
research. In this community studies have been made on representation, management 
and modelling issues of the business rules (Grosof, 2003; Bajec & Krisper, 2005; 
Kardasis & Loucopoulos, 2003). In the study of Bajec and Krisper (2005), similarities 
in research for expert systems and active databases for business rules are briefly 
mentioned. However, most often, this is not the case and studies show a clear origin in 
one field.  

This report presents an overview of business rule engines covering general usability 
and how they implement rule internally. Internal rule representation is addresses by 
examining both active systems and expert system tool based business rule engines. 
Business rule engines is related to many research areas in different communities, this 
could raise difficulties when deciding which category of systems or specific instances 
of business rule engines that is most suitable for an e-business system.  

Several rule engines are available, both as commercial and open source business rule 
engines. The functionality offered and underlying technique to implement rules varies 
between different alternatives and there seems to be a question of what aspects in a 
business rule engine that makes it suitable for enforcing business rules in e-business 
systems. 

The aim of this report is to propose a general set of characteristics that is of interest 
for a business rule engine when enforcing business rules in e-business systems.  

The rest of this report is structured in the following way; in section 2 concepts central 
to the thesis are explained, this section gives an introduction to e-business, business 
rules, expert systems and active systems and how the concepts relate to business rule 
engines.  

In section 3 the aim, objectives and methodology used in this work is described along 
with the scope and limitations of the work. Section 4 describes the set of 
characteristics that are of interest for business rule engines. In section 5 a sample of 
seven rule engines are presented, including an evaluation of the products.  

The selected rule engines are then compared in section 6, by using the previously 
defined set of characteristics. Section 7 presents the analysis of the results from 
section 4, 5 and 6. Section 8 covers a discussion on the subject, the work and the 
report. In the final section, 9, a conclusion of the findings of this report is presented.  
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2  Background  
This section describes the concepts central for the thesis such as business rules, e-
business, expert systems and active systems, and furthermore their relationship to 
business rule engines.  

The rest of this section is structured in the following way; Section 2.1 presents a 
background to business rules and their importance in e-business. Section 2.2 
introduces expert systems and in particular expert system tools. The background in 
section 2.3 introduces active systems, active databases, unbundling and active 
middleware.  

 

2.1 Electronic business 
Internet have had a large impact and presents new opportunities for businesses. 
Electronic business (e-business) is a concept used for describing business transactions 
taking place over the Internet. E-business provides the capabilities to deliver 
information, product, services or payment online. E-business can be used for 
automation of workflow and business transactions (Ngai & Wat, 2001).   

The domain of e-business imposes certain problems that the supporting rule engine 
needs to handle. For instance, e-business applications tend to be large scale and cover 
many systems in the organization (Cilia & Buchmann, 2002).  

 

2.2 Business rules 
Business rules can be defined as policy or conditions of the business that need to be 
satisfied; they deal with the operational decisions of organization (Kardasis & 
Loucopoulos, 2003).  

A business process can be described as a sequence that is invoked by a specific input 
or event taking place in the business, a defined sequence of steps are followed and 
some output is produced (Ross, 1998). Business rules are used to connect to business 
processes, the rules control the processes and thereby the behaviour of the business 
(Ross, 1998). Ross (1998) describes the organizations way to handling their business 
rules in their information systems as the key concept to make the organization more 
adaptable.  

Business rules change frequently to accommodate changes in the business world. 
Separating business rules from the application and into a separate layer, the business 
rule engine, results in more manageable rules. Another aspect is that the resulting 
processes become thinner. Business processes are usually complex, by removing 
business rules the processes becomes simpler to change and maintain (Ross, 1998).  

 

2.3 Business rule engines 
Rule engines, used to enforce business rules, can be referred to as either business rule 
engines or business rules management systems (BRMS) (IDC, 2004). The concept 
business rule engine does not imply which rule-base that is used internally; neither 
does it fully imply the targeted domain. Business rules are important in many kinds of 
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business systems which might have different requirements. Different implementations 
of business rule engines are not necessarily compatible, there might be domain 
relating problems that impose the necessity of certain characteristics. 

Business rule engines can be developed from scratch or through standard tool 
solutions. Rule engine can be used separately or as an integrated part in a larger suit 
of software. Software suits, such as business process management systems or business 
rule modelling systems, use integrated rule engines and aim to provide solutions 
covering more than rule enforcement.  

 

2.4 Expert systems 
Expert systems are suitable for automation in domains where the problems are not 
well structured and where the knowledge used in the automation needs to be verified 
(Hicks, 2002). According to Gottediener (1997), expert systems have not traditionally 
been associated with operational systems, but the increased integration of expert 
systems in conventional business systems is changing this perception.  The idea of 
adding intelligence to e-business systems via the use of expert systems is becoming a 
popular way to maximising the lifetime value of business relations (Kim, Song & 
Hong, 2004; Duan, Edwards & Xu, 2004).  

The expert system consists of two parts; the knowledge base and the inference engine. 
The knowledge base is the collected domain knowledge. The knowledge base 
contains facts and rules (Waterman, 1986). The inference engine is the general 
problem-solving knowledge. It consists of an interpreter that decides how to apply 
rules in order to gain new knowledge and a scheduler that specifies the order in which 
rules should be executed (Waterman, 1986). The facts and rules are used by the 
inference engine to infer new knowledge.  

Expert systems deal with rules constructed as condition-action (CA), also known as 
production rules. CA-rules are usually represented in some form similar to: “IF 
<condition> THEN <action>”. To create knowledge from CA-rules the rules can be 
arranged in sets. This is called chaining. Two common methods to obtain knowledge 
are forward chaining and backward chaining.  

• Forward chaining - a method where existing facts are used to form new 
knowledge by executing stored rules. This approach is most useful when all 
the initial facts are known and there is a need to see what additional facts that 
can be gained (Gottediener, 1997). 

• Backward chaining - execute rules backwards. This is effective when the 
conclusion is known, or a specific hypothesis needs to be verified. 
(Gottediener, 1997). 

One way to represent knowledge in an expert system is through business rules. 
Complex networks of rules make up the knowledge base (Bajec & Krisper, 2005). 
The rules are stored in a rule base. The inference engine processes the rules and 
decides when and which rules to activate.  

There is a distinction between expert system and expert system tool (or shell). Expert 
system tools are applied when creating and interacting with the expert system, the tool 
consists of two parts: 
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• The programming language – used to represent and access the knowledge in 
the system.  

• The support environment – used to facilitate users-interact with the expert 
system. 

Expert systems tools that are created to enforce business rules are often referred to as 
business rule engines.  

 

2.5 Active systems 
This section describes active systems and active behaviour. The evolution of active 
behaviour stems from active databases, later the active behaviour in such systems 
have been separated from the database management system and transferred into other 
kinds of software in a process called unbundling. Similar to unbundling is the idea to 
use active functionality as middleware between systems; overcoming problems with 
distributed environments that unbundling does not cover.  

Paton (1998) describes active behaviour in a system as the ability to execute actions in 
response to occurring events. This involves three steps:  

1. Defining the event and what action that should be carried out 

2. Detecting when the event occurs 

3. React on the event 

Active systems can usually handle similar rules as expert systems. According to Sköld 
(1998) CA-rules might not give the desired control over rules and their behaviour. For 
a system to be active it needs to support events, conditions and actions (ECA).  

Paton (1998) shows different general classifications of active systems depending on 
whether it is the system or the application that has the responsibility for detecting 
events and executing actions. When both detection and execution is handled by the 
system it can be classified as an active system.  

2.5.1 Active databases   

Traditional database management systems are passive, referring to that they act when 
invoked by operations initiated by a user or application. Active database management 
systems (ADBMS) are event driven; operations generate events that can be monitored 
by active rules. Active databases can be invoked in the same manner as a passive 
database and additionally by situations of interest in the database or the environment 
(Gatziu et al., 1998). According to Gatziu et al. (1998) active functionality is added by 
active components that are tightly coupled with the database management system. 

By making the database handle active rules the active database management systems 
are better equipped to handle changes more dynamic than if the rules would be 
embedded in the application code (Sköld, 1997). Active databases have been 
successfully used to enforce business rules in business systems. However ADBMS 
have a monolithic structure and lack support for distributed environments. Different 
domains and applications have different requirements; the ADBMS would be too 
burdensome if it would satisfy every requirement for every application. This leads to a 
need to configure the functionality required.  
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2.5.2 Unbundling 

The process to detach the components from monolithic systems (such as ADBMS) is 
called unbundling (Gatziu et al., 1998). The result after unbundling is reusable 
components that can be recombined to suit the system (Cilia & Buchmann, 2002). 
However according to Cilia and Buchmann (2002) unbundling is not suitable in a 
distributed environment, since ADBMS was not constructed for this environment and 
instead they propose the use of active middleware. 

2.5.3 Active middleware 

Active middleware has been developed from the field of active databases and 
unbundling. Dittrich et al. (1995) describes one use of unbundling to be the 
recombination of active functionality into more specialized architectures such as 
middleware. Cilia and Buchmann (2002) describes a general structure for active 
middleware. Their focus is on supplying the active functionality as services. They 
acknowledge that active databases are appropriate for enforcing business rules, 
though in an e-business environment with large-scale applications and distributed 
sources, active middleware is more suitable (Cilia & Buchmann, 2002).   

In the field of active databases, studies show how active functionality can be moved 
from the database into standalone active systems. Cilia and Buchmann (2002) shows 
the possibilities for services to work well with e-businesses.  

According to Cilia and Buchmann (2002) the trend in today’s businesses are to move 
away from monolithic software into a decentralized manner thus needing the 
supporting information system to handle a distributed environment. Applications are 
moving from tightly coupled to loosely coupled components with increased dynamic 
behaviour between components (Cilia & Buchmann, 2002). Events and data come 
from diverse sources execution of actions and evaluation of conditions may be 
performed on different systems (Cilia & Buchmann, 2002). 
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3 Research Methodology 
This section describes the aim, objectives and method, which have been used in this 
work. Further, this section describes assumptions and criteria for the performed work 
regarding the selection of characteristics, rule engines and the comparison. 

The method used was a literature analysis, targeting current rule engines and 
characteristics to measure them by. The related literature was covered from sources in 
fields such as active systems, expert systems and business rules. Literature analysis 
was selected as method since several studies has been performed in connected areas. 

 

3.1 Aim 
The aim of this work is to propose a general set of characteristics that is of interest 
for a business rule engine when enforcing business rules in e-business systems. 

 

3.2 Objectives 
To complete the aim four main objectives were identified: 

1. The first objective was to identify relevant characteristics of rule engines from 
related research. 

2. The second objective involved the selection of a subset of available rule 
engines, the selection aimed at narrowing down the rule engines investigated, 
while keeping a suitable set.  

3. The third objective involved testing evaluation copies of the selected business 
rule engines from objective two. The test was conducted to better understand 
the features of the software and to verify the different vendor’s claims about 
their products.  

4. The fourth objective involved comparing the features of the selected rule 
engines from objective two against the characteristics found in objective one. 
The reason for this objective was to look at the degree of which the business 
rule engines supported the proposed characteristics. Another reason for this 
objective was to see if the proposed characteristics were applicable to business 
rule engines.  

  

3.3 Scope and limitations 
The term business rule engine will be used in this report meaning the following: A 
standalone rule engine that can be categorized as either an expert system tool or as an 
active system, with the purpose to support business systems with enforcing business 
rules in the e-business domain. Standalone has been used here with the meaning that 
the software can be used on its own, though there may still be dependencies such as 
the need for application servers.  

Vendors can often mean something else with the term business rule engine, that it is 
the component enforcing rules. In such a view interfaces and support tools are 
excluded from the business rule engines. The term business rule management systems 
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are used to describe the set of interfaces and tools together with the business rule 
engine. Business rule engines and business rules management systems have been 
viewed as the same concept in this report. In both active systems and expert system 
tools, interfaces and support tools are important parts of the software and the concept 
of business rule engine should include necessary interfaces and support tools. This 
view is consistent with the views of market analysts such as IDC (2004) and Sinur 
(2005).  

According to Sinur (2005), there exist more than thirty commercial business rule 
engines on the market, not counting open source rule engines and research prototypes. 
The work presented in here will not cover all available engines; instead a 
representative selection has been used. The selection of business rule engines with 
underlying architectures designed as expert system tools are dominant on the market 
and this had an impact on the selection due to lack of suitable business rule engines 
using active rules. 

The characteristics assembled and used in the comparison aimed to present a 
moderate level of generality. Some of the features found could be extended into finer 
granularity. For example, technical issues such as performance. This however is out 
of the scope of this report.   

 

3.4  Method 
The approach taken during the literature analysis involved four phases corresponding 
to the objectives. Phase one involved to find characteristics suitable for business rule 
engines in the e-business domain.  

The data collected was gathered from underlying fields such as business rules, active 
systems, expert systems and their relationship to e-business. Some of the identified 
characteristics were overlapping with similar characteristics from different fields. To 
combine the found characteristics into one set suitable to business rule engines, the 
characteristics where grouped into five general categories to categorize them by. The 
categories were created to describe distinct aspects of the functionality in business 
rule engines.  

To identify relevant literature sources search words were used to gain sources of 
relevance. Sources that included one or more of the keywords were considered as 
potential sources. Search words used to identify literature included: active 
functionality, unbundling, active rules, reactive rules, e-business, electronic business, 
business rule engines, business rule management systems, expert systems, expert 
system tools and business rules. Sources that described general characteristics or 
problems in a field related to business rule engines were used to form the proposed set 
of characteristics for business rule engines.  

The second phase, concerning the selection of rule engines, was conducted through a 
literature study of various business rule engine documentation and product 
information. First commercial research such as analysts’ rankings and predictions for 
various commercial business rule engines where used to get a detailed view on the 
availability of business rule engines. For open source rule engines directories listing 
projects focusing on business rule engines was used to determine available open 
source products.  
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A sample was selected from the identified rule engines. The selection used several 
criteria that were used to obtain the final selection. The criteria included that the 
business rule engines should be available through evaluation copies, consist of 
different paradigms, not necessarily be integrated in larger software suits and 
classified as a business rule engine or as a business rules management system. How 
the rule engines fulfilled the criteria was determined by using product specific 
information, describing architecture and implemented technologies of the rule engine. 
The selection criteria concerning availability of evaluation copies proved to be 
restrictive and led to a small sample.  

In phase three a practical test of the selected business rule engines was conducted. For 
each business rule engine an evaluation copy was submitted to testing.  

Using the different products was important for later correlate their functionality and 
graphical interfaces. The test was used to verify vendor provided product information 
with the actual product. The described functionality was used in the products to see 
their correspondence with the documentation. The evaluation was also used to find 
characteristics not well defined in the documentation. Testing eased comparing the 
degree different rule engines achieved the characteristics. 

The evaluation involved testing basic functionality of a business rule engine such as 
creating and executing rules and how the integrated development environment (IDE) 
helped in common tasks. The results were used to make an approximation of how the 
tools had implemented their functionality.  

Not all characteristics were used in evaluation of the products. The practical test did 
not include any kind of benchmarking to evaluate the different products performance 
capabilities and for such characteristics the explicit descriptions in the product 
documentation was the primary source used when comparing functionality.  

For the fourth phase, the comparison the characteristics derived in objective one was 
used as a basis as what to look for and the business rule engines selected in objective 
two was used as basis for where to look. For each characteristic the level of support 
was compared between the selected rule engines. A scale was defined with values 
indicating the level of support a rule engine provided for a certain characteristic.  

The data used in the comparison was gathered by looking at vendor specific 
information covering each business rule engine as well as information obtained from 
the practical test in phase three. The literature generally only presented support for 
functionality in the products and not lack of support.  

In the comparison the realization of each specific characteristic was determined by the 
explicit description of the corresponding functionality or if the level of support could 
be evaluated from the use of the product. 
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4 Characteristics  
This section describes the characteristics for business rule engines that were found to 
be of interest when enforcing business rules in e-business systems. The focus taken 
here is how the rule engine has implemented rules internally through an active rule-
base or as an expert system tool, and general characteristics specific to business rules 
and the domain of e-business that apply to business rule engines. The general 
characteristics were grouped in the following fashion: 

• Architectural characteristics for expert system tools (Section 4.1) – features of 
interest in expert system tools, these are dependent on the type of rule-base 
and independent on domain. In the business rule engine they express how 
rules are implemented internal in the software. 

• Architectural characteristics for active systems (Section 4.2) – features of 
interest for the active rule-base, these are dependent on the type of rule-base 
and independent on domain. In the business engine they express how rules are 
implemented in the software. 

• Domain specific characteristics (Section 4.3) – issues that are of interest for 
systems when applied to the e-business domain, and characteristics that are 
derived from general system development and organizational structure trends.  

• Business rules general characteristics (Section 4.4) – characteristics that are of 
interest when dealing with business rules and characteristics that are general to 
business rules systems. 

The characteristics of interest were collected from these four groups, and merged into 
a set applicable to business rule engines (Section 4.5).  

 

4.1 Expert system tools 
Guimaraes et al. (1996) considers that the architecture of the expert system tool is one 
of the important factors for how the implemented systems will be perceived by the 
users; a good tool is an important factor for the success of the expert system.  

Appropriateness to the problem is important, it is fundamental that the tool is well 
suited to handle the problem it is applied to (Guimaraes, 1996). The expert system 
tool should provide some programming language support. The language support could 
be offered in terms of general purpose languages, or as dedicated languages (Lamma 
et al., 2001). According to Hicks (2003) automatic generation of code is a feature that 
should be supported by the expert system tool. The expert system tool should support 
connectivity with databases and other systems (Lamma et al., 2001; Guimaraes, 
1996). 

Mechanisms for constructing the knowledge base are central for the expert system 
tool (Guimaraes et al., 1996; Lamma et al., 2001). This includes the ability to create, 
modify, verify and optimize rules. The tool needs to support the definition and 
creation of rules (Lamma et al., 2001) and according to Guimaraes et al. (1996), the 
syntax that is used to write rules could be of interest as well. It is important that the 
expert system tool facilitates good ways for verification and testing of rules and 
knowledge (Hicks, 2003). Optimization is desirable; the tool should be able to refine 
knowledge with the help of algorithms (Hicks, 2003). 
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The users of the expert system tool interact with the expert system through graphical 
user interfaces. These interfaces need to be of high quality, since they are important 
for the success of the expert system. The user interfaces should be constructed in such 
a way that it guides the user. According to Hicks (2003) a tool should guide users 
through each step in the tools life cycle. The interface should be easy to use and easy 
to learn (Guimaraes, 1996). There should be interfaces to interact with the system, 
interfaces for developing the system and interfaces for the end-user to interact with 
the system (Guimaraes, 1996). 

Aspects of the inference engine are important for the expert system tool. There should 
be support for inference engine personalization, to change and extend the 
functionality, if the specific algorithm that is used to inference knowledge can be 
changed and the kind of problem it is suitable for (Lamma, et al., 2001). The type and 
alternatives of methods that are supported to obtain knowledge is of interest (Lamma, 
et al., 2001). If the inference engine supports the use of methods such as backwards 
chaining the support for truth maintenance is important. Truth values are assigned to 
more or less certain conclusions and are used to show on which grounds the system 
reasoned to get to the conclusion.  

 

4.2 Active systems 
The domain independent characteristics of active functionality in an ADBMS are 
described in the active database systems manifesto (Dittrich et al., 1995). Dittrich et 
al. (1995) mention the unbundling of active functionality and that the manifesto could 
be used to evaluate more specialized architectures. They group the necessary 
functions of such a system into three main categories; characteristics related to the 
definition of ECA-rules, execution of ECA-rules and interface and support tools 
(Dittrich et al., 1995). 

4.2.1 ECA-rule definition  

The active system has rule definition capabilities such as to define events, conditions 
and actions. The definition of events should support event types, to define primitive 
and composite events (Dittrich et al., 1995).  

The active system should manage the defined set of rules and support their evolution; 
rules should be changeable over time. There should be support to create, remove, 
modify, disable and enable rules (Dittrich et al., 1995). 

4.2.2 ECA-rule execution  

The system needs to support detection of events, binding modes to determine 
granularity of events, evaluation of conditions and execution of actions (Dittrich et al., 
1995). Other features important for rule execution includes that the system should 
support 

- Coupling modes, how the triggered and triggering transactions relate. 

- Consumption modes, how composite events are detected. 

- Event history, a record of event occurrences.  

- Conflict resolution, how to resolve situations when several rules are triggered 
at the same time (Dittrich et al., 1995). 
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4.2.3  Interfaces and support tools 

The active system should support tools; there is a need of tools that offer the 
functionality to browse, define, analyse and trace rules is needed. There should also 
be support for tuning performance, maintenance tools and debugging tools (Dittrich et 
al., 1995). 

 

4.3 Domain  
E-business imposes the need to handle certain behaviour in the system, such inherent 
from the Internet with distributed and heterogeneous sources and architectural trends 
such as decentralized loosely coupled architectures.  

According to Mohania and Narang (2003) effective e-business requires the business 
to move business information between different sources to perform business 
transactions. Further, business information must be processed through applications 
that could run on different platforms (Mohania & Narang, 2003).  According to Cilia 
and Buchmann (2002) there is a need to deal with heterogeneity, that sources may not 
share a common vocabulary. 

According to Cilia and Buchmann (2002) e-business applications are usually large 
scaled and distributed. Performance and scalability are important aspects in e-business 
systems. Systems need to be scalable to perform well against increases in demand 
(Cilia & Buchmann, 2002). According to Sinur (2005) scalability in a rule engine is 
important to support large systems to gradually move to the approach of using a rule 
engine.  There is a need to handle information in a timely manner and some e-
business systems may need performance to act in real-time or close to real-time 
(Mohania & Narang, 2003). 

Current architectural trends are to promote service-based architecture (Cilia & 
Buchmann, 2002; Chen & Meixell, 2003). The environment have moved from 
centralized tightly coupled systems and into loosely coupled decentralized system 
(Cilia & Buchmann, 2002).  Architectures need the ability to connect to older 
platforms. In a survey aimed at IT-specialists that use business rule engines, IDC 
(2004) concludes that there is a need for connectivity in business rule engines to 
legacy platforms on mainframes and portability to various popular programming 
platforms such as J2EE and .NET.  

 

4.4 Business rules    
Business rule engines have several features originating from business rules and such 
are often derived from the anticipated user of the business systems. The business rules 
when separated from the application code change at a faster rate than the application 
code. Therefore the rules are no longer part of the applications life cycle model (for 
example the traditional life cycle model).  

Instead Abrahams and Bacon (2000) describe that the business rules should be viewed 
as part of a different lifecycle model, the business rule lifecycle model proposed by 
Wies (1995). Preferably the rule engine should support the whole lifecycle (Abrahams 
& Bacon, 2000).  
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One important aspect of the business rule engines is that they turn control of the 
business rule to the business people, meaning that instead of IT-specialists the 
business people are the ones to define and maintain the rules. This increase the 
importance in the systems to aid such users through well constructed graphical user 
interfaces. Aspects such as: usability, ease of use, maintaining rules are important. 
The system should offer extensive help and support, and training. The time needed to 
learn to use the system is also important.  

Rule management should include analyzing, authoring and validation capabilities 
(Ross, 2003). E-business is characterised by rapid development and change that will 
affect and require the business rules to change (Antoniou & Arief, 2001). The rule 
engine should support the continuous changing rules (Ross, 2003).    

The business rules should be stored in persistent knowledge repositories (Antoniou & 
Arief, 2001). Actors in the business need tools to: formulate, validate and manage 
business rules and tools to verify consistency among rules (Ross, 2003). User support 
through interfaces and tools should be offered for different kinds of business actors.  
The reusability is an important factor for business rules, according to Ross (2003) it is 
preferable to build on existing knowledge. It is important to capture the rationale 
behind business rules, the enforcing system should be able to trace rule (Kardasis & 
Loucopoulos, 2004) 

According to Antoniou and Arief (2001) business rules are usually written in natural 
language however when applied in e-business the rules need to more formalized. 
Benefits of formalizing business rules into a declarative executable language include 
making decision making automatic and the ability to explain the obtained decision 
(Antoniou & Arief, 2001). Similarly Ross (2003) declares that the rule engine should 
be able to execute rules immediately and be able to explain the reasoning process that 
underlies its decisions. Rules should be expressed in a declaratively syntax with 
semantics that is easy to understand to promote the successful use (Antoniou & Arief, 
2001; Ross, 2003). 

Platform independence is desirable; the rules should be stored and organized in ways 
that make them transferable to other software or hardware platforms (Ross, 2003; 
Kardasis & Loucopoulos, 2004).  

 

4.5 Business rule engine characteristics 
From the previous sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 the characteristics found to be of 
interest were accumulated into a set that should be usable to compare business rule 
engines in the e-business domain.  

Some of the mentioned features in the previous sections overlap; therefore redundant 
characteristics were merged. For example, requirements for interface and tools are 
similar in expert system tools, active databases and from a business rules perspective. 
Therefore the requirement was viewed as a general characteristic applicable to all 
business rule engines. The resulting set of characteristics is presented in appendix A.  

The different characteristics were formed into five categories: rule, architecture, 
interface, active behaviour and expert system tool related characteristics. The 
relationship between the first three groups of rule, architecture and interface related 
characteristics are that they are general to the business rule engine for the domain. 
The specific groups of active specific and expert specific characteristics correspond to 
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how rules, after being expressed by the user, are implemented internally in the 
business rule engine.  

4.5.1 Rule related characteristics 

The rule related characteristics represent usability of the business rule engine. The 
business rule engine must support various functionality related to business rules. The 
business rules are expressed to the system for enforcement. 

The business rule engine must support the creation and definition of business rules 
and preferably support the optimization of the rule base.  

Management of existing business rules must be supported. Interfaces and tools should 
be intended to be used by people without technical expertise. End users should not 
need to know how rules are implemented internally. The business rule engine should 
support the continuous change of business rules, if possible without interrupting the 
runtime of the system.  

The business rule engines should allow users to express rules in a language using a 
declarative syntax. The creation of new rules from the basis of existing rules should 
be supported, for example by allowing creation of templates. The rule engine should 
support persistent storage of business rules. 

4.5.2 Architecture related characteristics 

The architecture related characteristics represent functionality needed in business rule 
engine to work efficiently in the domain. Architectural related characteristics are 
important for the general usability of the software in the domain. The rule engine 
should provide the necessary requirement in the application it is used for.  

Performance should be scalable with the amount of business rules that are being used 
and be independent of hardware and software platform. The business rule engine 
should preferably be portable between different hardware and software platforms. 

The business rule engine should support real-time or near real-time execution of rules. 
Connectivity to other software systems and different database options should be 
offered.  

The business rule engine should be able to handle and interchange data from different 
kinds of sources, distributed systems and subsystems. 

4.5.3 Interface related characteristics 

The interface related characteristics represent requirements in interfaces and tools for 
how users express business rules to the rule engine. The user interacts with business 
rules. Some of the characteristics of the active systems and expert system tools are 
considered to apply generically to business rule engines, such as interfaces. This due 
to the purpose of the business rule engine is to let the users express rules as business 
rules. Interface and tools may be integrated in the rule engine or provided as separate 
support tools however the functionality of the tools should be present.  

The business rule engines should support programming environments preferably 
several options. The history of rules and their changes should be kept, including the 
means to trace the origin and previous versions of existing rules.  

Interfaces and support tools should be easy to use and require little technical 
knowledge to let non-technical users be able to formulate rules. Interfaces and support 
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tools should be easy to learn how to use, both through well constructed user interfaces 
and through software documentation.  

The rule engine should provide tool support for validating business rules to prevent 
errors in the rule base. Tool support should be provided for managing business rules, 
such as creating rules or modifying existing rules. The business rule engines should 
also provide tool support for verifying consistency between rules. Tools and interfaces 
should guide the user in how to use the software, for example by providing automated 
procedures such as wizards. The business rule engine should preferably support 
different user categories and support the entire business rule lifecycle. 

4.5.4 Active behaviour specific characteristics 

Some characteristics are specific for business rule engines using active behaviour 
such as the notion of events and the ability to detect and act on them. The active 
functionality of the business rule engine deals with the internal representation of rules 
in the system, in the form of ECA-rules. When constructing a business rule engine the 
active functionality is important. However in an implemented system most of the 
active behaviour might not be visible to the users.  

The business rule engine must provide the capabilities for defining events, conditions 
and actions. The rule engine must support detection of events, evaluation of 
conditions and execution of actions.  

The rule engine should support composite events, events that can consist of other 
events, including support alternatives of how different events in a composite event 
can be evaluated.  

The business rule engine should support transaction modes, alternatives of how 
triggered and triggering transactions can relate to each other. The business rule engine 
must keep track of events taking place. The rule engine should be able to resolve 
multiple rules triggered at the same time. 

4.5.5 Expert system tool specific characteristics 

The expert system tool deals with the internal representation of rules in the system, in 
the form of CA-rules. In the expert system based business rule engines the inference 
engine is an important feature not present in the business rule engines using active 
rules.  

The rule engine should provide specific algorithms to be used for inference and the 
inference engine used should be appropriate to the problem area in which it is to be 
deployed. The business rule engine should support change or extension to the 
inference engine so that the rule engine can be tuned and better suit the situation in 
which it is to be used. 

The business rule engine should deploy methods to acquire new knowledge such as 
backwards and forwards chaining. The rule engine should support automatic 
generation of code based on the rule base. 

Truth maintenance should be supported by the business rule engine to predict less 
certain conclusions. The business rule engine should provide interface support to 
represent the reasoning process used. Allowing users to follow how the software has 
arrived to conclusions.  
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5 Business rule engines  
This section presents information and an evaluation of three business rule engines 
investigated. The rule engines are available as standalone business rule engines. The 
selection resulted in three rule engines targeting the same problem but with different 
architectures and targeted user groups. For information on the criteria for selecting the 
business rule engines and the evaluation see section 3. Table 1 shows the architectures 
of the selected business rule engines.  

 

Expert Systems Active Systems 

JBoss Rules 

QuickRules 

Visual Rules 

Table 1: Underlying paradigm of selected business rule engines 

 

5.1 Visual Rules 
Visual Rules is a commercial business rules management system developed by 
Innovations Softwaretechnologie GmbH (http://www.visual-rules.de).  

The rule engine was included in the selection to represent a commercial product built 
with active behaviour. Visual Rules also provide a distinct approach for declaring 
rules by using a graphical representation. 

The vendor describes Visual Rules as an intuitive high-performance business rules 
management system. The Visual Rules business rules management system is 
composed of three software components: 

1. Visual Rules. A client that provides management of rules, monitoring rules 
and automatic generation of java code. Visual Rules uses a graphical 
representation of business rules with claims of being an intuitive way to 
represent their rule base. 

2. Database Connectivity Plug-in. Extends the graphical models in the Visual 
Rules client with direct access to relational databases using JDBC. 

3. Rule Server. The server that manages and deploys rules as web services.  

The software is constructed in the J2EE architecture and can be run as an Enterprise 
Java Been (EJB) on J2EE application servers or as standalone business rule engine. 
Visual Rules also exist in a version for automatic generation of Cobol code instead of 
Java (http://www.visual-rules.de).   

 

5.2 JBoss Rules 
JBoss Rules is developed by JBoss and is a part of JBoss Enterprise Middleware Suite 
(JEMS) (http://www.jboss.com). JBoss Rules is an open source business rule engine 
based on the Drools rule engine.  

The rule engine was included in the selection to represent an open source product 
built as an expert system tool. JBoss Rules is one of the more mature open source 
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projects available that targets business rules enforcement. The rule engine has a well 
documented internal structure making it suitable for comparisons against similar 
tools.  

The rule engine is constructed as a forward chaining expert system tool and can use 
either an object-oriented adapted version of the Rete-algorithm called ReteOO or the 
Leaps-algorithm to inference rules. The rule engine support several declarative 
languages for rules. The rule engine provides the Drools Rule Language (DRL) and 
domain specific languages that can be extended.  

Rules can be managed through the JEMS software JBoss Rules Workbench or by 
decision tables. The rule engine can be used both as an integrated component in 
applications or as a standalone rule engine (http://www.jboss.com). 

 

5.3 QuickRules 
QuickRules is a commercial business rule engine developed by YASU Technologies 
(http://www.yasutech.com). The vendor describes QuickRules as a complete business 
rules management solution.  

The rule engine was included in the selection to represent a commercial product built 
as an expert system tool.  

QuickRules is aimed at enterprises to reduce the cost of business transactions. This is 
claimed to be done by improving the capacity in information processing and reducing 
the amount of coordination required between groups within the enterprise. 
QuickRules reduces the technical requirements of the people implementing the 
business rules by capturing the expert knowledge in the rule engine. The vendor 
claims their rule engine is suitable for business people with features supporting the 
entire business rules lifecycle. 

The rule engine is available in two separate versions QuickRules developed for the 
Java/J2EE architecture and QuickRules.Net developed for the .Net architecture. 
QuickRules consists of two components: 

1. QuickRules Builder. The tool for managing business rules is based on the 
open source application framework Eclipse (http://www.eclipse.org) and also 
available as a plug-in for Eclipse. 

2. QuickRules Server. The server that inference business rules, and decision 
tables. 

QuickRules can be deployed in several ways such as a Java component, a web service 
or an EJB component (http://www.yasutech.com). 
 

5.4 Using the software 
To verify the technical details in the documentation of the business rule engines a 
brief test was conducted on each of the selected business rule engines.  
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5.4.1 Evaluating Visual Rules 3.4.1 

The evaluation copy of Visual Rules used in this test was version 3.4.1. The test on 
Visual Rules focused on the Visual Rules client that works as an IDE. The Rules 
Server necessary to deploy rules as web services was unavailable in the evaluation 
version.  

The IDE is easy to work with and provides several functions that make the 
development of rules easier. A screenshots of the product can be found in appendix D. 
Business rules are modelled in the tool and then Java code is automatically generated 
to be integrated in the application, deployed as web services or as an EJB.  

The Eclipse based user interface is well worked out with easy access to help functions 
and examples to get a first time user going in the right direction. Several wizards are 
available to automate common tasks like creating different rules. Rules can be tested 
in the IDE by providing test data or by monitoring what rules that are executing.  

Collaborated work is support via the open source Concurrent Versions System (CVS) 
(http://www.nongnu.org/cvs) derived from the eclipse framework.  

Visual rules also provide an easy function to document business rules. Visual Rules 
uses a graphical language to model business rules in rule trees. The vendor claims that 
this way to create rules is intuitive and this seems to be the case, the modelling is very 
simplistic with different graphical symbols for different constructs in the rule. The 
graphical representations are easy to place as the symbols are automatically arranged 
after a grid fashion.  

However while providing visual help for users is a good aspect, advanced users might 
find the graphical notation hinder some since it will eventually be a slower way to edit 
rules than in a pure textual language.  

Database support is provided by a plug-in to extend the client with relational database 
connectivity through JDBC. When using the plug-in the visual language is enhanced 
with symbols representing database operations for data manipulation and transactions.  

Overall Visual Rules is an interesting solution specifically with their visual notation 
used to represent rules. It seemed to target both business users and developers and the 
functionality seems to be customizable to some degree. 

5.4.2 Evaluating JBoss Rules 3.0 

The version of JBoss Rules used in this test was version 3.0. Both JBoss Rules and 
The JBoss Rules Workbench were tested. Since JBoss Rules is open source the full 
version of the product was used when conducting the evaluation.  

The installation process is flexible, the workbench plug-in for eclipse is easy to install 
and automates all dependencies, for more specialised requisites the rule engine is 
provided in modular JAR files to be compiled or changed for the need of the 
implementation.  

The workbench is the IDE to the rule engine. The IDE is an optional part of the rule 
engine, however using it eases working with the rule engine. A screenshots of the IDE 
can be found in appendix E. 

JBoss Rules have a well structured and informative reference manual that provide the 
necessary documentation for the rule engine and how it can be used. The graphical 
interface provides functional wizards for creating projects, rules and domain specific 
languages. Rule validation is continuous and report any rule error in the rule base. The 
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rules can be visualized with a graphical representation of Rete-trees visualizing the 
connection between rules.  

The syntax of the declarative language DRL is similar to Java. Aside from DRL the 
rule engine supports easy creation of domain specific languages that are mapped onto 
the rule language.  

In general JBoss Rules seems to be the most flexible rule engine offering several ways 
in which it can be modified. Several options are available and a modular structure 
make the software more customizable in regards to how the rule engine could be 
adapted to the problem area it will be used in.  

JBoss Rules also seems more geared towards developers, both with setting up the rule 
engine to suit the environment and when using the product. The rule engine seems to 
be less intended towards business users.  

5.4.3 Evaluating QuickRules 4.0 

The evaluation copy of QuickRules used in this test was version 4.0 for Java/J2EE. 
The evaluation involved testing the rule engine, the IDE and the optional web 
interface that could be used to remotely administer the rule engine.  

The builder software is an IDE based on Eclipse. Using the interface in the builder to 
manage rules is straightforward with a good structure guiding the user. A screenshots 
of the IDE can be found in appendix F. 

QuickRules support for different user categories is evident throughout the use of the 
product with integrated support for team collaboration and user permissions. The 
product extends and integrates the collaboration functionality of the eclipse 
framework. Further the product can be customized with aliases for the mot parts of 
the declarative language used, in other words mapping the name of a construct to a 
different one. This seems usable and could make management of business rules easier 
for different user groups by mapping concepts to more familiar in the user’s context 
and thus building on previous knowledge. 

Rule creation is well designed and easy with many options and auto completion. The 
IDE is organized and a large rule project seems feasible to maintain. QuickRules 
provide a good search function to find a specific rule or rule type that is sure to be 
useful when dealing with large amount of rules 

The rule server can be administered through an AJAX based web interface. The web 
administration provides the ability to remotely manage rules at run time. The web 
interface seems to be well designed and provides a good compliment to the builder. 
The web interface lacks much functionality found in the IDE but fills a function with 
remote connectivity.  

Overall the impression of QuickRules was that it had a good variety of features that 
should be interesting to large scale rules project involving different actors. The 
builder tool provides a simple but powerful tool support with roles and aliases to 
customize rule editing for different needs. QuickRules seemed to provide the best 
support for business users with uncluttered interfaces and providing wizards and auto 
completion of reoccurring tasks.  

QuickRules approach of building the IDE based on eclipse rather than as a plug-in is 
noticeable in the removal of standard eclipse functions and menu alternatives that 
might not be of much use when using the product. The IDE is easier to overlook than 
the interfaces in the other two rule engines.  
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6 Comparison 
This section shows a comparison of the selected rule engines from section 5, the 
comparison is based on the characteristics presented in section 4.5. The level of 
support was determined by vendor documentation and the evaluation in section 5.4.  

An overview of the general characteristics can be found in appendix B and the 
characteristic related to a specific paradigm in appendix C. The appendixes describe 
the rule engines support for each characteristic with the values of their support for 
each characteristic. The values used are high, medium or low and they have been used 
with the following meaning;   

• Low – The characteristic is not well supported or only supported implicitly in 
the documentation and when using the product. 

• Medium – The characteristic is explicitly supported when using the product or 
the documentation describes how to achieve some support for the 
characteristic. 

• High – The characteristic is supported by the product and in the 
documentation. The product and the documentation describe the characteristic 
as key feature of the business rule engine.  

 

6.1 Comparison of rule related characteristics 
All the rule engines are capable of defining business rules. Visual Rules allows for 
rules to be in the format of sequential rule trees, decision tables and in XML format. 
JBoss Rules uses rules in the format of production rules described in a declarative 
syntax or in XML format. QuickRules defines rules, in business terms, as production 
rules, decision tables and sequential rule trees. Further QuickRules allow rules to 
contain temporal constraint making them valid within a configured time period.  

The level of support for the characteristic was determined to be high in QuickRules 
since it provides well formed ways to define rules, medium in Visual Rules and JBoss 
Rules as they provided basic functionality for defining rules.  

The optimization capabilities of rules seem to have low support in Visual Rules and 
QuickRules. JBoss Rules provide medium optimisation when the ReteOO-algorithm 
is used but no optimization options when the Leaps-algorithm is used.  

Management of business rules are supported through graphical interfaces by all three 
of the rule engines. In JBoss Rules this is optional and custom made interfaces or files 
containing the rules could be used. QuickRules can be connected to different sources 
for rule input and also by remote management capabilities through a web interface. 
Management of rules has high support in QuickRules, and medium in the other two. 
Visual Rules seems to be aimed at developers primarily and to some extent on 
business people although the visual modelling of rules could suggest targeting less 
technical users. JBoss Rules is seems to be intended for developers and less on 
business people. QuickRules is intended for a mixed category of users with strong 
support for business people.  

QuickRules have moderate support continues changing rules at run time through the 
use of the external web interface. Visual Rules seems to have low support for 
continuous change and JBoss Rules lack support.  
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JBoss Rules and QuickRules have high support of declarative languages. JBoss Rules 
provides both its own DRL and alternatively domain specific languages or rules 
described by XML. The two rule engines share the capability of customizing the 
syntax of the rule engines language into user defined syntax by mapping aliases onto 
keywords. Visual Rules lack a declarative language and instead use a visual notation 
to represent rules as rule trees where visual elements correspond to keywords.  

When creating new rules all three engines use a default template. Rule reusability has 
medium support in JBoss Rules and Visual Rules. There does not seem to be possible 
to create new templates. Existing rules can be copied and inserted in different places 
but does not promote reusability. QuickRules has high support for rule reusability by 
providing base rules, used as templates.  

None of the rule engines provide integrated repositories for storing business rules. 
Visual Rules and JBoss Rules have low support for repositories. QuickRules have 
medium support for business rules to be integrated and stored in different kinds of 
repositories using a RDBMS, LDAP, OLAP or file system 

 

6.2 Comparison of architecture related characteristics 
The three rule engines claim to be scalable and that their performance keeps up with 
large sets of rules. JBoss Rules and QuickRules seem to have high support for 
scalability and Visual Rules medium support. 

The selected rule engines have high support for platform independence, generally 
achieving this by deploying rules as web services. By using web services the business 
rules can be shared across the enterprise and be integrated in SOA-environments. 
QuickRules uses web services compliant with the WS-I standard to become platform 
independent. JBoss Rules can also deploy business rules as web services; the 
generation of rules to web services is however not automated.  

The compared business rule engines have medium support for real-time execution of 
rules. The different vendors claim that their products provide high performance, 
capable of enforcing large sets of business rules in real time.  

System connectivity has medium support in Visual Rules and the other two rule 
engines offer high support. QuickRules uses the Eclipse Modelling Framework 
(EMF) for storing business rules making it possible to integrate it into other data 
models. QuickRules supports deployment of the business rules as plain Java 
components, EJB, Web services or MDB. EJB can be deployed with a large number 
of application servers. Web services support by Apache and Tomcat. MDB can be 
deployed with support for integrating with JMS and MQ-series.  

Visual Rules can be integrated into web applications, SOA-based applications or 
desktop applications. Visual rules supports the most common J2EE application 
servers and JNDI is used to support distributed environments. JBoss Rules and 
QuickRules provide the standardized Java API (JSR-94) to promote connectivity with 
different business rule engines.  

QuickRules have high support for portability while Visual Rules and JBoss rules have 
medium support. QuickRules is portable between the different releases for the J2EE 
and .Net architectures. Visual Rules are available in .Net and the underlying rule 
engine for JBoss Rules, Drools is available for the .Net architecture. The three rule 
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engines provide have medium support for database connectivity, offering connectivity 
with relational databases through JDBC.  

The rule engines have high support for using homogeneous sources. The rule engines 
can use the same approach by deploying the business rules as web services. 
Distributed sources seems to have a high support in all rule engines, the common 
implementation scenario seems to be built around some type of layered architecture 
where different data sources can be located at different places.  

 

6.3 Comparison of interface related characteristics 
All three of the selected rule engines are based on Eclipse with similarities in the 
graphical interface, using functionality provided by Eclipse. There are however 
differences both how rules are represented and managed. A minor difference is how 
the interfaces were built using Eclipse by applying the functionality as a plug-in or 
with total overhauls of the standard Eclipse interface. The QuickRules interface, being 
a complete rework, is more minimalistic while Visual Rules and JBoss Rules user 
environments constructed as plug-ins add their features on top of Eclipse standard 
features. Apart from the Eclipse based interface QuickRules provide a customizable 
web interface that can be used to check the consistency of rules in the rule set.  

Visual Rules and JBoss Rules have medium support for programming environments 
and QuickRules have high support. The rule engines have a similar architecture and 
since all three rule engines are based on Java/J2EE they can be used together with the 
Java language. QuickRules supports .Net programming languages in the .Net version 
of the rule engine. Visual Rules support Cobol.  

Rule traceability does not seem to be present to any higher degree. Rules are traceable 
with history-logs and possible through the CVS provided by eclipse. Visual Rules 
have medium support for this feature and the other two rule engines have low support.  

The documentation for how to use the products are extensive, well structured and 
promotes learning the functionality in each rule engine. QuickRules and Visual Rules 
have the highest support for ease of use. QuickRules have a medium support for 
learning to use the product while Visual Rules have a high support. JBoss Rules have 
a medium support for ease of use and to learn the product.  

Validation of business rules have high support in the engines, by automatically 
checking the syntax of the rules when entered to validate their correctness. Errors are 
displayed similarly by marking lines in both JBoss Rules and QuickRules and the 
erroneous element in Visual Rules. Each rule engine provides debugging functionality 
to validate rule sets. Visual Rules and QuickRules allow test cases to be set up to 
check if the business rules work as intended at runtime.  

All three rule engines provide guidance in the form of wizard that automates common 
tasks. QuickRules and JBoss Rules have a medium support for guidance in the form 
of auto completion in their respective languages for defining rules. Visual Rules have 
a high support of guidance with a more structured approach.  

QuickRules have a high support for the business rule lifecycle and explicitly claims to 
support the model. Visual Rules have a medium support and implicitly support a 
lifecycle by describing their approach as unbundling the business rules from the 
traditional application lifecycle. JBoss Rules appear to provide low support for the 
lifecycle. There is different support for different user categories or roles in all rule 
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engines. Most notable is QuickRules with a good support with user permissions and 
aliases. JBoss Rules implements similarities to alias in supporting domain specific 
languages, but it seems to be less complete that QuickRules alternative.  

 

6.4 Comparison of active behaviour specific characteristics 
Visual Rules support of the active behaviour specific characteristics varied between a 
moderate and a low level of support. Rules are deployed as web services. The vendor 
promotes the use of the generated web services to be made ready for integration in a 
SOA-environment.  

Visual Rules allows events conditions and actions to be defined in the terms of 
assignments, decisions and actions. Composite events seems to have a medium 
supported, rules can consist of other rules, though there seems that the product 
provides low support for coupling modes. It’s unclear if consumption modes are 
present but they seem to have low support.  

Event history has a medium support with an event log containing information of rules 
fired and related information. Conflict resolution has a medium support and is 
maintained by prioritising rule execution.  

 

6.5 Comparison of expert system tool specific characteristics 
Both JBoss Rules and QuickRules have a high support for the expert system tool 
related characteristics. Inference engine algorithms have high support, in QuickRules 
by the Rete algorithm and in JBoss Rules by the modified ReteOO and the Leaps 
algorithms.  

Truth maintenance is supported in both rule engines. JBoss Rules have a high support 
for truth maintenance with customization options. QuickRules have a medium 
support. Personalization capabilities are different in the two rule engines. QuickRules 
seems have a low support for personalizing the inference mechanisms, on the other 
side since JBoss Rules is open source and constructed with a modular architecture, 
personalizing it is highly supported and the documentation provide help in this aspect 
as well.  

Methods have high support in QuickRules including backward and forward chaining 
and JBoss Rules have medium support, offering forward chaining. Appropriateness to 
problem with regards to e-business is highly supported in both rule engines. JBoss 
Rules is aimed towards several application areas, but is quite flexible and can be 
customized. QuickRules is less customizable and more aimed to be used in business 
scenarios by business people.  

QuickRules have medium support and JBoss Rules high for explaining their reasoning 
process both by back tracking the rules executed and in JBoss Rules the Rete-tree 
showing a graphical representation on the inference. Code generation is provided with 
medium support in both rule engines QuickRules automatically transforms rules into 
Java (JAR or EJB) or Cobol code and JBoss Rules into Java code. 
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7 Analysis 
In this section, the results from this report are analysed in specific the characteristics 
in section 4.5 and the comparison in section 6.   

The categories and characteristics presented in section 4.5 are general and could be 
viewed as a first step when choosing a business rule engine. Here the focus is placed 
on business rule engines for the e-business domain, constructed as either expert 
system tools or implement active behaviour. It is of interest to compare how rule 
engines from different paradigms relate. This report tries to ground business rule 
engines in the research of active systems and expert systems. The rule paradigm 
specific characteristics were not meant to be covered fully by every rule engine. For 
instance the active behaviour based business rule engines lack inference engines, 
though this is an important aspect in the expert systems rule engines. The difference 
in applicability leads to the resulting suggestion of characteristics can be viewed as 
two distinct sets, one for each paradigm. Both sets however have a common base of 
characteristics that apply for the general behaviour. The degree of support that a 
business rule engine should meet for each characteristic should be determined against 
the requirements in the implementation where the rule engine is to be used. 

The comparison was conducted to see how well available business rule engines 
compared to the proposed characteristics. On the aspects of the business rule engines 
that were evaluated the functionality seems to correspond towards the respective 
vendors claims for their products. Overall the characteristics seemed to be applicable 
to the compared business rule engines. The characteristics seem suitable for business 
rule engines in the e-business domain. 

The selected rule engines have similarities in architecture, user interfaces and 
deployment strategies. There are some differences such as the flexibility and the 
variety of alternatives that the rule engine support for example deployment. JBoss 
rules seemed to be more adaptable with several possible deployment and tuning 
options for the business rules implementation. QuickRules on the other hand was 
similar in the support of the characteristics as to JBoss Rules but with less focus on 
flexibility and more on practical issues related to the various categories intended to 
use the software.  

The rule engines appear to be slightly different when they are a good choice for 
implementation. JBoss Rules could be ideal for when there is capacity by developers 
to optimise the engine for the application area. The rule engine might be less useable 
when using it as a ready product or when the intended users are not developers. Visual 
Rules could be suitable in the opposite situation of JBoss Rules, when the target user 
group consist of business people with limited technical knowledge. The rule engine is 
a fairly ready to go and the visual language could be preferred with its ease of use and 
a possible shorter learning curve. The use of QuickRules could be somewhere in 
between of JBoss Rules and Visual Rules. QuickRules is oriented toward business 
people but have some support for developers as well. The rule engines also target 
slightly different problems. Visual Rules and QuickRules are intended to be used 
primarily in business contexts. JBoss Rules could be seen as a more general purpose 
business rule engine and could be used in other contexts.  

The graphical tools for managing business rules are based on Eclipse. Usually the 
process of migrating to a business rule engine involves eliciting business rules in the 
existing implementation; integrate the business rule engine into business IT system 
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and merging the business rule engine with existing graphical interfaces. Using eclipse 
as a foundation for the graphical interfaces in the compared rule engines lets 
businesses that use Eclipse an easy way to integrate their business rules management 
into current IT systems. QuickRules previous versions did not build on Eclipse and 
the vendor describe the reason for using the framework as a large decrease in the time 
it takes to develop business rules.  

Another aspect related to the interfaces is if the vendor chooses to add the interface as 
a plug-in or a rework of the Eclipse interface. The plug-in approach results in possibly 
demoting the ease of use when keeping the functionality of Eclipse. The possibly 
superfluous functionality will not affect the rule management functionality of the 
interface but results in unnecessarily cluttered menus with options that might not be 
used. From a developer perspective additional functionality could be good and 
therefore the plug-in approach could signal a different targeted user category. 

There are differences that exist between the open source rule engine and the 
commercial rule engines. The open source rule engine provides more customization 
options when deploying the rule engine where functionality can be removed or 
optimised for the implementation. One important difference is the targeted user group 
where the rule engines varies from more developer oriented to business people 
oriented. Another aspect on the open source rule engine is the documentation. JBoss 
Rules details the implementation specifics of its architecture, a clear difference to 
commercial vendors, more focused on what functionality the rule engine offers and 
not on how it is implemented. The rule-base specific can be difficult to obtain. In both 
QuickRules and Visual Rules engines information of how the internal rule 
implementation work may not be of much interest for the user. On the other hand 
when implementing business rule engines they should be important, specifically if the 
rule engine can be adjusted such as in the case of JBoss Rules.  

The three rule engines have different approaches for representing business rules. Well 
constructed declarative languages with extensibility to natural language or visual 
language. Cibrán and D’Hondt (2006) propose that connecting the domain and 
development languages is important for business rules. The use of aliases could be 
seen as one way to provide that connection. The visual representation in Visual Rules 
could be seen as similar to a textual language where some of the keywords have been 
replaced with visual symbols. These symbols are created first and then a truncated 
declarative language is used to define properties of the symbols. The approach may 
have advantages and disadvantages compared to a textual language as in the other two 
rule engines. It might be easier to learn and use Visual Rules language for a beginner 
but editing rules in a graphical model might be more time consuming and tedious 
when dealing with a large set of rules. 

Most rule engines supported several deployment architecture such as embedded in 
applications or deployed as web services. Using web services together with SOA 
provides the means to of interaction between applications and the business rule engine 
provide the business rules as services. Several studies propose a service based 
approach and this seems to be supported in the compared business rule engines (Cilia 
& Buchmann, 2002; Mohania & Narang, 2003; Gatziu et al., 1998; Chen & Meixell, 
2003). The rule engines support rules stored in XML. Storing rules in XML format 
has been proposed to be suitable for e-commerce and a service based approach by 
Bonifati, Ceri and Paraboschi (2001). 
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8 Discussion 
In this section the author’s thoughts and reflections on the investigated subject is 
presented.  

The topic discussed in this report involves several different research communities. 
The focus has been on how the rule engine implements and enforces business rules 
and e-business characteristics together with the business rule engines underlying basis 
as either an active system or an expert system tool. Related research has been 
performed on the topics of business rules in e-commerce (Antoniou & Arief, 2001) 
and business rules using web service (Mohania & Narang, 2003; Cilia & Buchmann, 
2002; Chen & Meixell, 2003). On the modelling aspects of business rules, Bajec and 
Krisper (2005) have looked at the requirements in tools when capturing business rules 
into models.   

It is of interest to compare how rule enforcement from different paradigms relates to 
business rule engines. The commercial business rule engines seem to be focused 
mostly on general aspects such as possible benefits of their systems and to a lesser 
extent on a lower level of how they are constructed internally. This may be to protect 
their interest against their competitors or simply lack of interest in such features by 
their customers. This lack of information could be a problem for potential customers 
as well, especially when extending or customizing a product.  

The aim and the objectives (section 3) were considered to be met. The characteristics 
proposed correspond to the aim and objective one. Objective two and three resulted in 
the selection and evaluation of three business rule engines. The fourth objective was 
met by the comparison. Both the comparison and the characteristics are aimed at 
business rule engines for e-business. The results could be useful in other domains as 
well however this was out of the scope in this report. 

The set of characteristics proposed in this report are general and could be used as a 
starting point for evaluating business rule engines for the targeted domain. Some 
aspects were not covered in the evaluation and some characteristics are different in 
abstraction level.  

The selection of business rule engines was narrowed down by the evaluation criteria, 
since very few vendors offer evaluation copies. The resulting sample is small but 
represents three products that are different but still are used in the same context. 
Preferably the sample should have contained an open source business rule engine 
constructed with active behaviour, however to my knowledge none exist that meet the 
selection criteria.  

The evaluation of the business rule engines was mainly used to determine the degree 
of support for each characteristic in the respective products. The testing focused on 
the IDE and tools used when developing rules with the products and not on 
performance testing on the rule engines. Deployment of the visual rules rule engine 
was not possible since only the IDE was available for evaluation. The rule engines of 
JBoss Rules and QuickRules used to deploy and enforce business rules was tested 
moderately due to the difficulty to conduct a proper evaluation of their capabilities 
without resorting to measuring performance which was out of the scope for the test.   

Aside from different paradigm implementations and the difference between open 
source and commercial software the product had several aspects in common. For 
instance all three were built mainly towards Java development and their respective 
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IDE were built around eclipse. Still the comparison showed that the rule engines had 
clear differences in how they were intended to be used and also differences in the 
intended user group. Overall the characteristics were met to varying degree but the 
comparison showed that the functionality the characteristics presented was applicable 
and covered by the rule engines.  

In the comparison vendor provided information such as product documentation and 
whitepapers were used to gather information on the rule engines. This information 
could be biased in favour of the product as it is likely that the different vendors are 
not objective towards their own products. The evaluation of the products was used to 
gain an understanding of the products and to verify the level of support the products 
offered for the characteristics.  

The literature regarding active databases and expert systems that have been used in 
section 2 is old. However I do not believe they are outdated since they have been used 
to explain the history and background of respective field.  

The problem with rule implementation in active rule engines could indicate a gap 
between research and commercial product. However, active rule engines may be well 
constructed regardless of undocumented support. Shortcomings in information could 
be a problem for potential customers. Features relating to the internal rule-base of the 
rule engine derived from expert systems tool and active behaviour may or may not be 
explicitly documented in the commercial business rule engines. The lack of such 
information does however not make rule-based characteristics unimportant for when 
choosing or constructing a rule engines.  

There seems to be few available business rule engines implementing rules through 
active behaviour. Instead most rule engines use production rules. Business rule 
engines that use active functionality together with middleware software might not 
have active middleware architecture similar to the architectures proposed in related 
research, such as Cilia and Buchmann (2002).  

Active middleware could be included as a part of the emerging field of Event Stream 
Processing (ESP). ESP and business rule engines seems to target different problems 
but can be used to complement shortcomings in respective approach. It is possible that 
vendors whom choose to implement active behaviour choose to focus on ESP 
products instead of competing with business rule engines that use inference. 

 

8.1 Further work 
During this work, I have identified some possible tracks to continue on the topic of 
business rule engines not covered in this report.  

1. A project focusing on investigating the performance capabilities of business 
rule engines. This could be undertaken with the creation of suitable test 
scenarios and by implementing this in business rule engines. Performance tests 
could benchmark rule execution speed and the capacity of products. 

2. ESP could be looked at in relation to business rule engines. For example how 
the two types of software products could be used together and the possible 
benefits of such setup.  
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9 Conclusion  
This section summarises the findings of this report.  First the aim is presented and the 
found characteristics of interest followed by the conclusion of the comparison and last 
the contribution of this report. 

The aim of the report was to propose a general set of characteristics that is of interest 
in a business rule engine when enforcing business rules in e-business systems.  

The characteristics were derived from characteristics proposed for expert system 
tools, active systems, e-business and business rules. The characteristics that were 
found were grouped in five main categories: rule related, architecture related, 
interface related, active behaviour specific and expert system tools specific 
characteristics.  

Rule related characteristics are general to business rule engines and consist of 
characteristics related to how business rules are expressed to the rule engine. 
Architecture related characteristics are general to business rule engines and describe 
requirements imposed by the e-business domain and general architectural trends. 
Interface related characteristics are general to business rule engines and describe 
characteristics related to interface and tool support for the rule engine. Active 
behaviour specific characteristics apply to business rule engines that implement active 
functionality. Expert system tool specific characteristics apply to business rule 
engines that are implemented as expert system tools. The characteristics were 
structured in the following way: 

• Rule related characteristics: Rule definition, Rule optimization, Rule 
management, Aimed at business people, Support for continuous change, 
Declarative syntax and Support for rule reusability (described in section 
4.5.1). 

• Architecture related characteristics: Scalability, Platform independence, Real-
time support, System connectivity, Portability, Support for homogeneous 
sources, Support for distributed sources and Database connectivity (described 
in section 4.5.2). 

• Interface related characteristics: Support for programming environments, Rule 
tractability, Ease of use, Ease to learn, Validation tool, Management tool, 
Verification tool, Provide guidance and Lifecycle support (described in section 
4.5.3). 

• Active behaviour specific characteristics: ECA rule model, ECA execution 
model, Composite events, Coupling modes, Consumption modes, Event 
history and Conflict resolution (described in section 4.5.4). 

• Expert system tool specific characteristics: Inference engine algorithm, 
Appropriateness to problem, Truth maintenance, Methods, Personalization, 
Explaining reasoning process and Code generation (described in section 
4.5.5). 

The comparison showed that the business rule engines had similar interfaces and 
deployment strategies. The differences were found in the languages used to define 
business rules and the intended use of the products. The open source rule engine 
seemed flexible, intended for developers and more general purpose compared to the 
commercial products. The commercial business rule engines were more aimed at 
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business contexts and had a good support for business users. The compared rule 
engines seemed to correspond well to the proposed characteristics, possibly with the 
exception of active behaviour specific characteristics in Visual Rules. 

The contribution of this report is the proposed set of characteristics of interest to a 
business rule engine. The general rule, architecture and interface related 
characteristics in addition with either of the active behaviour or expert system tool 
related characteristics can be used when implementing, evaluating or comparing 
business rule engines. In addition the five more general categories used to classify the 
characteristics could be seen as a contribution.  

Another contribution is that the report relates business rule engines to expert system 
tools and active systems. The literature regarding business rules make a connection 
with business rule engines and expert systems. Expert systems regard business rule 
engines as pure expert system tools. Surveys in the field of active databases and 
unbundling active functionality aim to solve implementation details and to propose 
general architectures for the domain, they acknowledge that higher level layers are 
needed (Cilia & Buchmann, 2002).   

This report connects the views and relates how expert system tools and active 
systems, as the most common paradigms, relate to business rule engines when used in 
the e-business domain.  
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Appendix A: Characteristics overview 
 

Rule related characteristics Architecture related characteristics Interface related characteristics Active behaviour specific 
characteristics 

Expert system tools specific 
characteristics 

Rule definition  Scalability Support for programming environments ECA-rule definition Inference engine 

Rule optimization  Platform independence Rule Traceability ECA-execution  Appropriateness to problem  

Rule management Real-time support  Ease of use Composite events Truth maintenance 

Aimed at business people System connectivity  Easy to learn Coupling modes Methods  

Support for continuous change  Portability Validation tool Consumption modes Personalization 

Declarative syntax Database connectivity  Management tool Event history Explaining reasoning process  

Support for rule reusability Support for homogeneous sources Verification tool Conflict resolution Code generation 

Repository Support for distributed sources Provide guidance   

  Lifecycle support   
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Appendix B: Comparison of general characteristics 
 

Group  Characteristic Visual Rules JBoss Rules QuickRules 

Rule definition Medium Medium High 

Rule optimization Low Medium Low 

Rule management Medium Medium High 

Aimed at business people Medium Low High 

Support for continuous change  Low Low Medium 

Declarative syntax Low High High 

Support for rule reusability Medium Medium High 

Rule related  

characteristics 

 

 

Repository Low Low Medium 

Scalability  Medium High High 

Platform independence High High High 

Real-time support Medium Medium Medium 

System connectivity Medium High High 

Portability Medium Medium High 

Database connectivity Medium Medium Medium 

Support for homogeneous sources  High High High 

Architecture related 

characteristics 

Support for distributed sources High High High 

Support for programming 
environments Medium Medium High 

Rule traceability Medium Low Low 

Ease to use High Medium High 

Ease to learn High Medium Medium 

Validation tool High High High 

Management tool High Medium High 

Verification tool High High High 

Provide guidance High Medium Medium 

Interface related 

 characteristics 

Lifecycle support Medium Low High 
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Appendix C: Comparison of specific characteristics  
 

Group  Characteristic Visual Rules JBoss Rules QuickRules 

ECA-rule definition Medium - - 

ECA-rule execution  Medium - - 

Composite events Medium - - 

Coupling modes Low - - 

Consumption modes Low - - 

Event history Medium - - 

Active behaviour  

specific characteristics 

Conflict resolution Medium - - 

Inference engine algorithm - High High 

Appropriateness to problem - High High 

Truth maintenance - High Medium 

Methods - Medium High 

Personalization - High Low 

Explaining reasoning process - High Medium 

Expert system tool  

specific characteristics 

Code generation - Medium Medium 
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Appendix D: Visual Rules  

 
Screenshot of Visual Rules 3.4.1 (Client) 
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Appendix E: JBoss Rules IDE 
 

 
Screenshot of JBoss Rules 3.0.4 IDE  
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Appendix F: QuickRules Workbench  

 

 
Screenshot of QuickRules 4.0 Workbench 

 

 


